The flow a t 500 mb. is compared with t h a t a t 100 mb. With the exception of the polar vortex, the patterns at the two levels tend to show a distinct similarity, with the major exception that small-scale features at BOO mb. are not present a t 100 mb.
INTRODUCTION
I n middle latitudes, the intensity of the winds generally increases through the troposphere and decreases above. It might be expected, therefore, that there would correspond to a given level in the troposphere, a level in the stratosphere at which the wind speeds are the same. This hypothesis is based, in part, on the well-known fact. that, in middle latitudes, the change from a warm to a cold upper troposphere at a given station is compensated by a change from a cold to a warm lower stratosphere and vice versa.
Since the 500-mb. level has become the standard level for research and forecasting in the middle troposphere, a "matching" level to 500 mb. in the stratosphere might, prove convenient. Fortunately, in middle latitudes, such a "matching" level is often not far from 100 mb., which itself is a mandatory surface.
Of course, the flow at 500 mb. and 100 mb. may be different for several reasons. I n the first, place, the troughs and ridges with shorter wavelengths at 500 mb. are damped upward and do not appear at 100 mb. This is brought out by the difference in the spectra of height or winds at two levels, which show in every case that the 500-mb. flow contains more high frequency variat,ions compared to low frequency variations than does the 100-mb. flow. Because of this difference between the levels, similarity between the flows at the two levels is enhanced if the flow at 500 mb. is smoothed in some manner. Some experimentation has indicated that the 20" diamond spacemean at 500 mb. (Berry, Haggard, and Wolff [ 11) is most satisfactory for this purpose.
,
Similarly, if the 500-mb. heights or winds are averaged over a time interval equal to or greater than the period of tlle systems to be averaged out, the two levels can be compared conveniently.
I n practice, 4-day averages have been employed at both levels in some of the studies presented in this paper; such averages tend to eliminate smallscale flow at 500 mb. and errors at 100 mb.; further, such :lverages can be estimated at 100 mb. even if a portion of the observations is missing.
Exact. equality between smoothed 500-mb. charts and 100-nlb. charts can be expected only if tropospheric warming, and stratospheric cooling between these two levels exactly compensate. There are several reasons why such compensation may not occur:
in the Tropics, the tropopause may be near 100 mb., so that the temperature chimges bet\\-een 500 mb. and 100 mb. are almost entirely tropospheric. I n those cases, the wind, on the average, increases from the 500-mb. level up to near 100 mb., so that the winds at, 100 mb. exceed the winds at 500 mb.
I n contrast, at high latitudes, the tropopause tends to be quite low, so that, if there is stratospheric and tropospheric compensation, the winds a.t 100 mb. are slower t,llan those at 500 mb. However, it will be seen later that compensa,tion between stratospheric and tropospheric temperatures does not always occur. If the region in question is influenced by the "polar regime" (to be defined later), temperature changes tend to be of the same sign at all levels, and wind changes, as well as the winds themselves, are much greater at 100 mb. than at 500 mb. Hence, the comparison between smoothed 500-mb. flow a.nd 100-mb. flow will indicate what regime is dominant over a given region. Throughout much of the lower stratospllere, contour heights decrease toward the pole and temperatnres i ncrease toward tlle pole. Tllis bellavior is not fonlld in the upper strwtosphere, above the 5O-mb. level. For tllis reason, the regime in vllich the temperature increases poleward will be referred to :IS TJSR (lo~ver-str.:~tosp11ere regime). The LSR extends from about SO" latitude to the poles in summer, and to about 5;io, 011 tlle :tverage, ill winter. Since contour height gradients and temperxtare gradients oppose each other, the wind speed decreases upward in the LSR. Furtller, the J S R is c1l:tracterizecl b~ warm troughs and cold ridges, which also decrease up\vard in intensity. I n other words, Imtterns in the LSH i l lcrease in intensity do~vnm~rcl, and are, presunlably, nlost, strongly developed near the tropopause ; therefore, they are closely related to tropospheric patterns.
Within the 55" latitude circle in winter 011 the arerage, temperatures and heights both decrense polenxrd ; westerly winds increase up~~-arcl i n intensity. This regime, r.alIetl the PR (polar regime), is characterized by J W~I Y I €Iiglls and cold Lows. Its nlain feature is usually R cold Low, increasing upward i n i1,tensjty, w11icl1 w i l l he ~~1 1~~1 A further important difference between the polar regime and the LSR is illustrated by figures 1 and 2. Here the spectral estimates are multiplied by frequency in order that area represent variance on a logarithmic scale of periods. These figures contrast spectra of height at 500 mb. and 100 mb. on the two sides of the PRB. As pointed out above, on both sides the relative contribution of high frequencies to the variances of height is always greater at 500 mb.
The important difference between the two regimes, however, lies in the enormous amount of variance produced by low frequency fluctuations (periods above 20 days) in the polar regime at 100 mb. This variance is associated with the gradual drift of the polar vortex noted above, or with slow deepening or filling of the vortex.
The strong baroclinity associated with the stratospheric cooling in the polar night is a logical source of this energy.
Out,side of the polar vortex, however, the difference between the spectra at 500 mb. and 100 mb. can be understood by assuming that the energy is created in the troposphere and damped upward above the tropopause, with the damping being most effective at high frequencies.
The polar regime usually begins to form in September as the strong radiative cooling of the polar night begins and continues to increase in intensity until the end of December. Its disappearance may be quite sudden, oc- In many ways this situation is typiwl for a winter with n well developed vortex. The 100-mb. flow sllows a rortrx with wave numbers two and three predonlinating ; also t,he PRB is located in figure 4 . Equat~orward of tlle PRB the 100-nll). flow sllon-s a remarkable similarity to tlle space-mean ;iOO-mb. flow with, of course, the Ilorizont,al temperatnre gradient reversed. Between latitude 35' and the PR13, the wind speeds are about equal at the two levels. South of 26' there is a tendency for the 100-mb. speeds to exceed tllose st 500 mb. at, least in the areas of adequate data. In a11 cases, the trough-ridge positions at the two levels match as well as can be expected. This means t,hat TT-intl directions on the two charts are well correlated. A study involving t,llree independent 10-day periods in e x l l of three winters W:LS u~~dertaken to test the degree of corres1,onclence of the space-averaged 500-mb. and 100-mb. charts. Geostrophic winds were evaluated at a series of grid points covering the United States and southern Canada, and root-mean-square speed and direction differences fornled. A t all grid points root-mean-square direct ion differences averaged 19 degrees, varying over the periods involved from 11 to 25 degrees. The speed differences were strongly a funct,ion of latitude; at 30" the speeds averaged consistently 16 knots greater a t 100 mb. than at 500 mb. A t 40", the differences averaged from 0 to 27 knots, and at SOo, from 4 to 29 knots. A t 40" and 50" the speed differences are strongly affected by the degree of strengt>h of the stratospheric vortex circulation. At 30" the tropopause is near 100 mb., no temperature compensation exists, and the 100-mb. speeds are correspondingly greater. A t 40" the matching level is near 100 mb., if the polar vortex does not affect this latitude.
Perhaps rather unexpectedly, mind directions seem to be rnat,ched well inside the PRB. Of course, the spacing of the contours in the polar regime is considerably closer at 100 nib. than at 500 mb. This more intense circul : a t' 1011 in the stratospheric polar circulation in winter will be analyzed in greater detail later.
MONTHJlY W E A T H R R REVIEW
Figures 5 and 6 comp:we a BOO-mb. space-me:rn cllxrt, ill summer, June 30, 1957, wit,ll the corresponding 100-rrh. chart. The tropospheric systenls (in middle and high latitudes) are quite recognizable at 100 nlb., :kltllongl1 the speeds at, the higher level are generally weaker than tllr space-mean gradients. I<sanlination of Yerticttl wind speed profiles indicates the "level of nlatch" to be aboltt 125 mb. a t latitude 40" N. lowering to 150 mb. at latitude 60" N. Again, emphasis must be placed 011 recognition t1l:rt t.he matching level idea is restricted to regiolls in whic11 temperature compensation occurs between the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. Thus t'he subtropical Highs znd regions wherein tlle tropical tropopause is present, c,annot be expected to show such cl~aracteristics. This can easily be seen by examining wind profiles i l l tlle soutllern Thited States for the ,June 30, 1!%7 maps sllo\\~ll. heights at 100 mh. These quantities will be simply referred to as "lleigllts." The observations covered four winters (defined as the period from October through \vincl components at 100 mb. and 500 mb. in a region dominated by the polar regime and in a lorn-latitude ~vgioll. Again, the wind fluctuations in the polar regime are greater at 100 mb. than at 500 mb., but of the same y~.rneral magnitude outside of the PRB.
DIFFERENCES IN THE STRATOSPHERE-TROPOSPHERE RELATIONS O N THE T W O SIDES OF THE PRB
It W:IS s!lo\\-n i n section 2 that the spectra of the heights illside tlle polar regime in the stratosphere are characterized by an enormous amomlt of low-frequency variance (wrresl)o11(1ing to periods greater tllan 20 days. The q~~e s i io11 n1ay 1x2 ~.:tisrtl wlletl~er the large ratio of 100-1111). va:.i:ttions to ~( ) O -I I I ! ) . v:tri:ttiolls is associated wit11 tllesr litl'ge m r t l ptxlnal vatixtions. If that were true, OIIH \volll(l expect tll:It tlw slow flnctnxtions of height at 100 1111). \vollltl l)e of a nllIc.ll ytwtter nlagnitude than those a t 500 1111)., \rllelws the 11igh-freqnency behavior at the two lcvels w o u l d be sitnilar. 'I'lrat this is indeed the case is clrnlollsttxted by t i g~~r e s 12 :mcl 13. Figl1l-e 12 shows tlle relnt.ion between 8-clay nlean heights :it. 500 till). a n t 1 100 nlb. Tlle effect of taking &day means is to filter out practically all energy of height fluctuations with periods less than 8 clays, ancl more than one-half tlle 1'11c'rgy of oscillations of tlle order of 16 days. I n other wotds, the bulk of the variation indicated by figure 12 is due to fluctuat,ions with periods exceeding 16 days. Appnrently, the correlation between 500 mb. and 100 mb. is qI1ite large, but the magnitudes of the changes a t 100 mb. are more than twice those at 500 mb.
Fignre 13 shows the relation between height changes :It 500 and 100 mb., rather than heights, inside the polar MONTHLY IVEATHER REVIEW It can bo shown (Holloway [6]) tllat height changes ( a s conlpared to lleigllts) are mostly influenced by the high-frequency components of the height spectra. Of course, these changes are also influcncetl relatively strongly by errors of observation, a fact which explains a t least part of the large scatter evident in figure  13 . Nevertheless, the figure makes plausible the conclusion that, in the polar vortex region, height fluctuations with periods of 8 days or less at 100 mb. and 500 mb. are of the same general magnitude.
Outside the polar regime, even the slow height flucttw tions are of the same order of mngnitude a t 500 mb. and 100 mb. This fact is demonstrated by figure 14. I t is reasonable to assume that these variations are greatest nt about the level of tlle tropopause, and thus of about the same magnitude :it 500 n1b. nnci 100 mb. The compensation between stratosplwric and tropospl1eric temperature changes here is good. 100 m. less thall t,llat at 600 mb. This result is not inconsistent with the observations discussed in section ?,.
The behavior of the geostrophic winds in the three winter seasons is more varied: in all seasons, again, the changes of wind with time at the tm-o levels are well correlated ; however, the difference in wind speed at the two levels is by no means constant.
For example, in mTinter 1955-56, the difference steadily increased from the beginning of November to the end of December (with the 100-nib. flow being the faster), then remained about constant until the second half of March when it dropped rather suddenly to zero. In 1956-57 a similar build-up of difference in wind occurred, with a sudden drop at tlle beginning of February. Only in the winter 1952-53 did the difference remain small, except for a short period at the beginning of March.
The differences among the winds in the various seasons are clearly related to the differing behavior of the polar vortex. For, as pointed out previously, the polar vortex results in relatively faster winds at 100 mb. than at 500 mb. Thus, for example, the polar vortex often makes its appearance in the North American section at the beginning of November, builds up to maximum intensity at the end of December, and then weakens rather sucldenly at some time between January and March. In 1957, the polar vortex weakened rapidly during tlle time of the frequently-studied period of "explosive" warming at tlle end of January and beginning of February; in 1956, however, the vortex remained strong through March. For .January, February, and hfarch, 1953, we fortunately have the U.S.
Weather Bureau series of daily 100-mb. and 50-mb. charts, constructed by Moreland and Cluff [9] . These maps, although dependent almost wholly on extrapolated data in the polar regions, show that in this season the vortex center was relatively far from the pole, on the Eurasian side, so that there was no large effect in the North Smerican sector. Only in t,he beginning of March, when the 51853&"9--"1 vortex slon-ly drifted across the pole, did its influence become apparent over North America for a week or two before the usual weakening of early spring. Of course, even when the influence of tlle polar vortex is strongest, the 100-mb. average wind speed between Columbia and Resolute Bay is not quite twice the wind speed at 500 mb., as might hare been expected from the previous discussion. The reason is that only ;L variable amount of the northern portion of the line from Resolute Bay to Columbia is affected by the circulation around the vortex.
To summarize these results, the relation between 500-mb. and 100-mb. flow in winter north of 3 5 O N. is dominated by the position and intensity of the vortex. When the vortex is absent, 500-mb. space-mean winds are equal to or even faster than 100-mb. winds; on the other hand, if influenced by the vortex, the 100-mb. winds are, by far, faster tImn !iOO-mb. n -i d s .
SUMMARY
Examination of numerous simultaneous 100-mb. and 500-mb. charts has indicated that the basic long-wave structure of the upper troposphere is preserved in the lower stratosphere to at least 100 mb. I n middle latitudes cooling below the tropopause level tends to be compensated by warming in the lower stratosphere, and vice versa. Removal of the shorter wavelength disturbances associated with strongly baroclinic systems at 500 mb. by a suitable space-mean process produces a reasonable mid-and high-latitude 100-mb. flow pattern in all seasons of the year, with some exceptions.
The major exception occurs in winter when strong radiative cooling of the stratosphere produces a cold vortex circulation which reverses the usual poleward temperature gradient in polar latitudes and prevents tropospherestratosphere compensation. Strong westerlies are thus to be expected at 100 mb., being roughly twice the speed of the 500-mb. space-mean winds in comparable latitudes.
